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Activities since Draft 2.1

- Created Draft 3.0
- Initial 802.3df SA ballot
  - opened on 17 July 2023
  - closed on 17 August 2023
- 145 comments received from 14 reviewers
  - proposed responses posted 1 September 2023
  - 95 comments in bucket #1
- Thanks to the following individuals for their assistance in preparation of the proposed responses
  - Eugene Opsasnick
  - Piers Dawe
Comment history by draft number

E/ER = editorial, T/TR = technical, G/GR = general
Comment summary by clause/annex

Comment Distribution by Clause/Annex

E/ER = editorial, T/TR = technical, G/GR = general
Objectives for this meeting

- Respond to all comments against D3.0
- Generate D3.1 for first SA Ballot recirculation
Approach to comment resolution (review)

The following approach will be utilized for resolving comments...

❖ Review the proposed response
   ➢ Discuss and refine as needed and attempt to close without objection using direction straw polls, as necessary.
   ➢ If no more than two objections (including commenter) to proposed response then consider it to be consensus and close comment.
   ➢ If more than two objections then use decision straw poll(s) to move forward.

❖ Use of a direction straw poll to determine a direction
   ➢ Use the result of the direction straw poll(s) to determine consensus, refine the proposed response, or to craft a decision straw poll.

❖ Use of a decision straw poll to make a final decision.
   ➢ The decision straw poll winner is the option that has more than 50% support.
   ➢ Close the comment based on the winner of the decision straw poll(s).

❖ The editorial team may provide presentations as needed to aid in the resolution of comments.
Thanks!